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History of bubble chambers
• Many bubble chambers were constructed
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History of bubble chambers
• Many bubble chambers were constructed
We’ll come back to this…

History of the bubble chamber and related active- and internal-target nuclear tracking
detectors, F.D. Becchetti, NIMA 784 (2015) 518-523
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Physics using bubble chambers
• Using this type of detector, many
discoveries were made

There was a real
boom in bubble
chamber physics
for many years
Gert G. Harigel, Bubble Chambers, Technology and
Impact on High Energy Physics
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Current Searches
• Currently there are
projects that use these
detectors to search for
dark matter
• These have had
success… or as much
as any DM search has
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• Currently there are
projects that use these
detectors to search for
dark matter
• These have had
success… or as much
as any DM search has
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Bubble Chamber Advantages
• There are some unique aspects of the
bubble chamber that make it attractive
• Discrimination is one big one

10-10 ~ 3 keV
10-10 ~ 11 keV
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Bubble Chamber Challenges
• Searching for low mass dark matter
requires a lowered threshold
• This becomes an issue quickly…

10-10 ~ 3 keV
10-10 ~ 11 keV
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Can we exploit this?
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The “traditional” bubble chamber
• Superheated target (C3F8,
CF3I…)
• Particle interactions
nucleate bubbles
• Cameras and acoustic
sensors capture signals
• Chamber recompresses
after each event
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The “scintillating” bubble chamber
• Superheated scintillator
(Xe, Ar…)
• Particle interactions
nucleate bubbles and
cause scintillation
• Cameras and acoustic
sensors capture signals,
photodetectors collect
scintillation light

PMT

PMT

PMT

PMT

• Chamber recompresses
after each event
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Potential Benefits
• Better background rejection compared to
PICO, particularly at low thresholds
• Improve on 1010 gamma rejection
• Improved information for rejection
compared to usual xenon detectors
• Maintain the position reconstruction from
PICO
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Questions to be answered
• Can this style detector be operated for a
DM search?
• Can the ~1keV (or lower) threshold be
reached in xenon?
• What’s the nuclear recoil efficiency at
that threshold?
• What is the low threshold behaviour?
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Northwestern Chamber
Camera

• Camera ported through
sapphire window

Mirrors

• Mirrors allow two
angles on the bubble

Vacuum Cryostat
PMT

IR illumina@on

• Operated at 4keV
threshold

Muon paddle

–65 to –50 °C
superheated

Piezo
LXe

To hydraulic controller
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• Derive the speed of
sound
in
xenon
(to
2
~20%)
4
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Scintillation pulse size (photoelectrons

Next Questions
• What other fluids work? Could, for
example, Argon be usable?
• UV scintillation probably means spiking it with
a bit of xenon

• Are there good solutions for the
scintillation light collection? SiPMs?
• Need to be pressure tolerant, operate at LAr
temperatures, be compatible with camera
illumination…
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The SBC Detector
• Roughly 10kg of Argon
• SiPMs used for
detection
• Much of the internal
detail modelled on
PICO 500
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The SBC Detector
• Roughly 10kg of Argon
• SiPMs used for
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• Much of the internal
detail modelled on
PICO 500
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The SBC Detector

Pressure vessel and vacuum
jacket manufacturer identified,
bid accepted
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Physics Goals
• Building two detectors for two different
physics goals
• One for installation at SNOLAB
• Look into low background
response and feasibility for dark
matter search
• One for installation at ORNL (?)
• Look to further study coherent
neutrino scattering
!22

Physics Goals
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SNOLAB Installation
• Currently past Gateway 0, anticipating
Gateway 1 shortly
• Discussion of space is ongoing, although
informally the space between SENSEI
and DAMIC has been proposed
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What’s going on?
• Fermilab LDRD funding approved 2018
• Primarily covering engineering so far, but
money for construction and personnel
• CFI funds obtained in Canada
• Mostly covering the construction of the
chambers, as well as some infrastructure
• Construction of thermal system started, internal
assembly also being built
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Collaboration Building
• SBC Collaboration
• U.S.: Fermilab, Northwestern, Drexel,
IUSB
• Canada: Queen’s, Alberta, TRIUMF
• Mexico: UNAM
• Responsibilities have been assigned
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Timeline
• Technical design partially complete,
wrapping up by August 2019
• Assembly and commissioning at
Fermilab continues through 2020
• Assembly of second detector may
happen elsewhere
• Installation in the beginning of 2021
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Conclusion
• Bubble chambers have had and continue
to have a significant impact on the world
of particle physics
• The Scintillating Bubble Chamber is the
next step in the development of bubble
chamber technology
• The SBC collaboration is steaming
toward having a detector up and running
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Events
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PICO-2L Run 2
Plagued by water droplets
“collar” activity

many wall nucleations

Chamber stabilized after
~2 months of running
Followed by stable and very quiet
period of dark matter data
Activity at the vessel bottom
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acteristics of these events can be studied in
nts have several characteristics that differm a dark matter signal.
be seen in Fig. 5, the background produces
e on average louder than those produced
calibration data, an effect that is more
higher frequencies.
feature that distinguishes the background
potential dark matter signal is time correto those observed in previous bubble
4]. Figure 9 shows the rate of these events
“expansion time,” the amount of time spent
state before bubble formation (note that we
data for expansion times less than 25 s, as
c. II). Also shown are the alpha events (the
n Fig. 5). A WIMP signal would have no
o when in an expansion it appeared and
appear flat. On the other hand, the backexhibit very strong timing correlations,
occurring at short expansion times.
ll fraction of alpha decays do have timing
vant on these scales (the 218 Po decays), the
bution is nearly flat in expansion time and
as a proxy for a dark matter signal.
ature of the background events is their
n space, as seen in Fig. 10 showing the
on of alpha events (left) and the low AP
We expect a dark matter signal to be

218 Po

decays), the total alpha distribution is dominated by the
uncorrelated decays, nearly flat in expansion time, and can be
viewed as a rough proxy for a dark matter signal. We include the
alpha distribution here to show that systematic effects cannot
account for the distribution of the background events.

PICO-60 Background Geographically

• These events were
preferentially
located at the
surface
• Also some
increase along the
wall
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FIG. 10.

Two-dimensional histogram of bubble location
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G. 9. Event rate of the nonalpha background events (black)
!32 of time the
d alpha events (red) as a function of the length

part of the jar).

region of the histogram. The optimum cuts on APhigh
expansion time are represented by the red rectangle,
zero events passing.

PICO-60 Run 1 Results
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time after applying
the optimum fiducial cuts, divided into bi

1.0 ! 0.3 multiple-bubble events from background neutrons. Including the acceptance of the final cuts, the
expectation for single-bubble events drops to 0.5 ! 0.2,
consistent with the zero single-bubble events remaining

plots for spin-independent WIMP-nucleon and
dependent WIMP-proton cross sections are present
Figs. 12 and 13. We note that adopting the best fit effic
curves described in Sec. III B instead of the 1σ conserv
cases would resultPhys.
in a Rev.
factor
of 5 (2.5) improvement
D 93, 052014 (2016)
limit for SI (SD) WIMPs at 10 GeV, with a 10% imp
2)
ment above 40 GeV for both types of4 (interactions.
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PICO-60 Run 1 Results
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FIG. 13. The 90% C.L. limit on the SD WIMP-proton cross
section from PICO-60 is plotted in blue, along with limits from
PICO-2L (red), COUPP (light blue region), PICASSO (dark
blue), SIMPLE (green), XENON100 (orange), IceCube (dashed
and solid pink), SuperK (dashed and solid black) and CMS
(dashed orange) [10,12,13,45–49]. For the IceCube and SuperK
results, the dashed lines assume annihilation to W pairs while the
solid lines assume annihilation to b quarks. Comparable limits
assuming these and other annihilation channels are set by the
ANTARES, Baikal and Baksan neutrino telescopes [50–52]. The
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d
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in a small dust particle result
WIMP mass [GeV/c2]
a partial alpha track into the fluid with the daughter nu
remaining in the particle, and such a track could provid
acoustic signature observed in the background events
The timing and spatial distributions suggest conve
currents as a potential source of particle movement
particulate spike runs in a test chamber have shown
particulates do collect on the interfaces. Additio
assays of the fluids taken after the run discovered
particulates with composition matching the wetted sur
of the inner volume, as well as elevated levels of thoriu
the chamber. A future run of PICO-60 with C3 F8

• World-leading SD WIMP proton above 25GeV

• Statistical penalty for cutting data calculated via
Monte Carlo

PICO-60 Run 2
• The water tank
temperature control
system also improved
• Significantly aids in the
threshold setting
• A filtration system was also
included to remove biological
contaminants
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So what was required?
• Needed something that can be
made sensitive quickly after an
event
• Increased density would
provide more events
• Easy readout of the detector
would also be favourable
• In cloud chambers, the event
can be obscured by the large
metal plates
!36

Task Breakdown
Task definition has happened, progress on all fronts
•WBS 1.1 Cryostat and Pressure Vessel (Fermilab / Dahl)
•WBS 1.2 Inner Assembly (Queen's / Clark)
•WBS 1.3 Fluid Systems (Alberta / Piro)
•WBS 1.4 Cryogenics (Fermilab / Lippincott)
•WBS 1.5 Optics and Imaging (Northwestern / Dahl)
•WBS 1.6 Scintillation Detection (Queen's / Clark)
•WBS 1.7 Acoustic Detection (IUSB / Levine)
•WBS 1.8 Shield Systems (UNAM / Vazquez Jauregui)
•WBS 1.9 Calibration (Drexel / Neilson)
•WBS 1.10 Online Computing (Northwestern / Dahl)
•WBS 1.11 Offline Computing (TBD)
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PICO-60 Run 2
Add a filtration system to remove
the particulates

•

This is monitored and has
achieved military
specifications
KC-110716-P60-F831-01
particles/litre

•

upper limit Mil-Std 1246C level 100
upper limit Mil-Std 1246C level 50

4

10

upper limit Mil-Std 1246C level 25
KC-110716-P60-F831-01

103

102

10
<5µm

<15µm

<25µm

<50µm

<100 µm

>100 µm

Particle size bin
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PICO-60 Run 2
• Cleaning was even
more stringent than
previous runs
• A special rig was
designed to clean the
jar with heated
surfactant
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PICO-60 Run 2
• The number of piezos was increased and
the mounting system upgraded

!40

PICO-60 Run 2
• Double the number of
cameras (from 2 to 4)
• Doubles the active
mass viewed
• Increase the rate to
340 frames per
second

!41

How did this start?
• Physicists needed to detect particles
• Kind of one of the main things we do, or did…

• Cloud chambers existed, but had some
issues:
• low density
• low rate
Accelerators started to
outstrip the detection using
these chambers
!42

Glaser was inspired
• Donald Glaser saw these problems and worked
on a solution
• He used superheated liquid to show the tracks
•

This allowed for a clear view and quick “reset” of
the detector

• He has denied that he was inspired to do this
by beer, but apparently did try it as an active
fluid

Glaser, Nuovo Cimento
11 (1954) 361
!43

Glaser Images
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How does this work?
• Start with a bubble in a liquid
• In thermal equilibrium, so Tl = Tb
• Also in chemical equilibrium, so
μl = μb
• Pb is then roughly the vapour
pressure at temperature T, and
Pb>Pl, so the bubble should
expand… if there were no
surface tension
!45

Pl, Tl

Pb, Tb

How does this work?
• Start with a bubble in a liquid
• In thermal equilibrium, so Tl = Tb
• Also in chemical equilibrium, so
μl = μb
• Pb is then roughly the vapour
pressure at temperature T, and
Pb>Pl, so the bubble should
expand… if there were no
surface tension
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Pl, Tl
Ps
Pb, Tb

How does this work?
• Include pressure from surface
tension Ps = 2σ/r
• This means the bubble will grow
only if:
Pb > Pl + Ps
and

2σ
r>
Pb − Pl
• Which we call the critical radius
rc
!47

Pl, Tl
Ps
Pb, Tb

How does this work?
• Any bubbles which don’t meet
these conditions will collapse
and re-condense
Pb > Pl + Ps

Pl, Tl
Ps
Pb, Tb

and

2σ
r>
Pb − Pl

!48

Calculation of Threshold
• So how is the threshold energy
calculated?
ET =

4πrc2

dσ
σ−T
[ dT ] )
(
μ

Surface energy

4π 3
+ rc ρb(hb − hl)
3

Bulk energy

4π 3
− rc (Pb − Pl)
3

Reversible work

• Where 𝜌 is the density and h the specific
enthalpy
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Calculation of Threshold
• So how is the threshold energy
calculated?
ET =

4πrc2

dσ
σ−T
[ dT ] )
(
μ

1.53 keV

4π 3
+ rc ρb(hb − hl)
3

1.81 keV

4π 3
− rc (Pb − Pl)
3

0.15 keV
3.19 keV
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Pl = 30psi
Tl = 14°C
rc =
29.7 nm

Pb = 89.7 psi

(C3F8)

Graphically
Liquid

Pressure

Gibbs potential (arb. units)

Bubble

l
v

Density (arb. units)
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Enter the bubble chamber
• Many bubble chambers were constructed
We’ll come back to this one…

History of the bubble chamber and related active- and internal-target nuclear tracking
detectors, F.D. Becchetti, NIMA 784 (2015) 518-523
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Exit the bubble chamber
• This technology worked
solidly for decades, making
lots of contributions to physics
• Unfortunately the use of
hydrogen as a target had
some associated dangers
• New detectors with more
convenient readout started to
supplant the bubble chamber,
at least for some uses
15’ bubble chamber at Fermilab
!53

Re-entry of bubble chambers

While they aren’t the accelerator-based tool they
were previously, bubble chambers were
proposed to make a different discovery
!54

Bubble Chamber Advantages
• There are some unique aspects of the
bubble chamber that make it attractive
• Discrimination is one big one

α particles
(241Am decays)
50 GeV DM
particle

neutrons
(AcBe)

nuclear recoils
(210Pb)

1.75 MeV ɣ
MIPs

Phys. Lett. B 711
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Acoustic Discrimination
•

Alphas deposit their energy
over tens of microns

•

Nuclear recoils deposit theirs
over tens of nanometers

Observable bubble ~mm
~40 μm

~50 nm
Daughter heavy nucleus
(~100 keV)

Helium nucleus
(~5 MeV)
!56

Chamber Operation
• Detector is made
sensitive by
depressurizing
chamber
• Use video for trigger,
acoustically monitor
as well
• A trigger causes
pressurization to
force back into liquid
state
!57

PICO Timeline
PICO-2L

PICO-40L

PICASSO

Run 1

Run 2
Run 1

R&D
Run 2

Now

Assembly
R&D

COUPP
PICO-60
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PICO-500

PICO-2L

Bellows
Acoustic Sensors
Fused Silica Jar

Water (buffer)
C3F8 (target)

Cameras

Pressure Vessel
To Hydraulic
Cart

Mineral Oil
(hydraulic fluid)
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• 2L (2.9kg) active mass of
C3F8
• Change from CF3I gives
better gamma rejection,
more active mass for
proton-interaction search

PICO-2L Run 1

• But what are those events?
• Cleanliness is immediately
suspected
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FIG. 2. Spatial distribution of bubble
WIMP search data for Run-1 [8] (left, 3
(right, 66.3 live-days). Z is the reconstru
the bubble, R is the distance from the c
nominal inner radius of the silica jar (72.

PICO-2L Run 1

(ie present as DM)

• But what are those events?
• Cleanliness was immediately
suspected
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FIG. 2. Spatial distribution of bubble
WIMP search data for Run-1 [8] (left, 3
(right, 66.3 live-days). Z is the reconstru
the bubble, R is the distance from the c
nominal inner radius of the silica jar (72.

PICO-2L Results
• ALL candidates seen were within 1000
seconds of a previous expansion
• Also noted to cluster near the surface
and the walls
• Some particulate was seen with an
indication that it was quartz
• Fused silica replaced the quartz jar
• Extensive cleaning undertaken
!62

PICO-2L Results
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PICO-2L Results
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Run 1: Phys. Rev. Lett. 114, 231302 (2015)
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The pressure vessel is located in a 2.9-m-diamet
3.7-m-tall water tank in the Ladder Labs area of SNO
[15]. The water tank provides shielding from ext

PICO-60
• Active material:
36.8kg of C3FI
• This is where we
really dug into the
anomalous
background…

FIG. 1.
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A schematic of the PICO-60 bubble chambe
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!67 top figure
WIMP search data (red) for all WIMP search data. The

PICO-60 Assay
•

Radioactive particulates were suspected to be
part of the problem after run I ended. Careful
assays of the liquids after the end of the fill
revealed contamination with mostly steel and
silica particulates

•

The radioactivity of the material is not sufficient
to explain the backgrounds observed
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What’s going on?
•

Surface tension in a 50nm bubble
~3.5keV

•

Merging bubbles release a significant
fraction of that energy

•

The water also lowers the bubble
nucleation threshold, so the released
energy can nucleate bubbles at PICO
operating thresholds of a few keV

•

Solid particulate is a location for the
bubbles to merge
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PICO-60 Run 2
• After our experience with PICO-2L, pretty
confident we know what the issue is
• Since we are making changes, let’s do
everything we can with this detector
• Start by switching to C3F8 to increase
gamma rejection

10-10 ~ 3 keV
10-10 ~ 11 keV
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PICO-60 Run 2
• Double the number of
cameras (from 2 to 4)
• Doubles the active
mass viewed
• Increase the rate to
340 frames per
second
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PICO-60 Data!
• The first bubble was seen
August 1, 2016
• This was without the
water shield, which was
filled over the next week
• Lack of an active shield
meant muons and many
neutrons were seen…
!72

…lots of neutron scatters…
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PICO-60 Results
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Phys. Rev. Lett. 118, 251301 (2017)

•

World leading SD WIMP proton sensitivity for large range
of WIMP masses
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PICO-60 Lowered Threshold

background exposure [kg-days]
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• Stable operation
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• Analysis took
slightly longer
than
expected…

PICO-60 Full Exposure Results
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The Present
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• Many problems seem connected to
water/active fluid interface
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The Present
PICO-40L
hydraulic
Fluid
15oC
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• Many problems seem connected to
water/active fluid interface
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e pressure vessel is located in a 2.9-m-diameter by
m-tall water tank in the Ladder Labs area of SNOLAB
The water tank provides shielding from external

IG. 1.

PICO-40L

A schematic of the PICO-60 bubble chamber.
!79

FIG. 2. Images of a multiple scatt
two PICO-60 cameras. Reflection
illumination are clearly visible on t
The two vertical strings of acoustic s
the sides of the jar.

PICO-40L
• Deployed at same location as
PICO-60
• Target ~40L C3F8
• Synthetic fused silica piston
removes water interface
• Larger stainless steel pressure
vessel minimizes backgrounds
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PICO-40L
• Currently assembling all major
components underground at
SNOLAB
• Completion of assembly in
March 2019
• Commissioning to extend for a
few months
• Data taking for ~a year
!81

PICO-40L Sensitivity
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• We now think that lower
thresholds can be
explored with PICO 40L,
so this sensitivity limit
now appears very
conservative
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The Future - PICO 500
• Designed to increase sensitivity by an
order of magnitude
• Could run C3F8 and/or CF3I or other
targets
SNOLAB cage width
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The Future - PICO 500
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